
Dear members, friends and supporters of Mensa 

we invite you to our traditional 

 

Summer annual gathering 

 

which will happen on Saturday, the 8th of July 2017 on the boat NOVA in Koper. 

 

After exactly five years we return to the        

seaside of Slovenia. This year our      

traditional picnic will be again organized      

on a boat and we will explore the coast         

of Slovenia. We gather around 9.30      

a.m. at the pier at the Ukmar place in         

Koper, where we will board.  

 

 

The ride on the sea will last for        

approximately seven hours with    

stops for jumping into the sea      

and swimming.  

There will be plenty of food      

available (mostly seafood), also    

wine, juices and water. B.Y.O.B     

and B.Y.O.F. are allowed, if the      

available menu and drinks are     

not corresponding. 



 

 

NOVA is an 18-meter passenger ship, which can carry up to 93 passenger. It has a climated                 

saloon for 45 people and two open rooms of which one is roofed and the other has a mobile                   

sunshield. On the stern, there is a platform for swimmers, with stairs to the waterline. The                

access to the ship and the sanitary are also suitable for wheelchairs. 

Prices:  

 Regular Fee Early Bird Fee 

Mensa Members 48 € 32€ 

Non-members 48 € 40 € 

Children up to 14 years 25 € 20 € 

Children up to 6 years are free of charge. 

The price includes a seven hour sea ride at the slovenian coast with swimming stops at wish.                 

Also included in the price are food       

(bakalar, fish, calamari) and beverages     

(wine, juice, water) in unlimited     

amounts. It is allowed to bring your own        

food and drinks (the price stays the       

same). The Early Bird Fee is valid if the         

registration and 100 % payment is done       

until the 8th of June 2017. The number of         

seats is limited, Mensa members have priority. 



The picnic can be canceled due to bad weather conditions or low turnout (less than 25                

participants). In case of cancelling, the money will be refunded. 

The registration must be send to      

piknik@mensa.si, the reservation is    

valid if there is an advanced payment       

for the picnic. The amount can be       

transferred to the Bank account of      

Mensa Slovenia: 

Bank: Nova KBM 

IBAN: SI56 0430 2000 3002 037 

SWIFT/BIC: KBMASI2X  

Mention PICNIC 2017 and your name. On the e-mail mention for how many people you               

payed (members, non-members, children). Registration will be closed on 6th of July 2017. For              

the early bird fee the registration and the payment must be made till the 8th of June 2017. 

 

For any questions you can reach us per mail (piknik@mensa.si) or by phone (+386 641               

MENSA). 

 

Looking forward to meet you! :) 
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